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Today we welcome our very 
good friends from Barnet for 
this opening fixture in the New 
Year. In truth I’m writing these 
notes on the 23rd December, 
due to our printers’ deadlines, 
with the pandemic raging and 
Boris Johnson still due to make 
a statement about crowds, 
stadiums and football on the 27th 
December. As such, I will be very 
relieved to not only get any game 
played, but praying we are still 
allowed to have a paying crowd in 
our stadium today, even if it is a 
limited one.

For me, football without crowds just isn’t 
football, stadiums without crowds ensures 
the game is sterile and for both the players 
and the fans it’s a waste of time…..football 
is always about building collective dreams, 
always about creating special memories 
and always about magic moments that 
cannot be planned for. So, if people do 
make a decision to play behind closed 
doors again, can we all just pack up and go 
home.

It will be strange to come into today’s 
holiday game after having a redundant 
football Christmas programme here at 

BWFC. It will also in truth be financially 
challenging having had no gate revenue, 
very limited astro-hire and no hospitality
or punters in the bar areas.

However, on a brighter note, it should still 
mean, with an affected league programme, 
that we are sitting in a play-off position 
with a few games in hand and that is a 
much better position than I could have 
possibly imagined way back in June, July 
and August.

After a very mediocre return last season, 
and with sterile non-crowd matches, last 
season was simply a pandemic survival 
exercise. In truth I ended the season and 
thought I’d finally lost my energy and desire 
to deal with the pressure of staff jobs and 
club survival when I reflected on things 
back in May and June. I had observed the 
National League’s nonsense in regards to 
what the North and South Division clubs 
wanted, seen what Dover had done, while 
at the same time funded a redundant 
season, worked my way through my 
business interruption loans, accepted the 
much-needed club lottery grants gratefully, 
while having restructured my own finances.

All the while I watched as other club 
Chairmen bickered with each other, I 
watched numpty after numpty put slants 
on their own club and self-interests. But 
I at least got the chance to watch as 
clubs thankfully entered the play-offs and 
watched as some of those got promoted 
and bloody good luck to them - incredibly 
with the North and South Divisions both 
shut down, there was no relegation from 
our Division, which had turned our season 
into a complete farce as we were a mid-
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table team with nothing to play for from 
February onwards.

During that period from February to 
May, it became clear to me that Luke and 
myself would receive very little loyalty 
from certain long serving players, and 
in truth a few long serving staff, and for 
about a 6-month period, all I could hear 
from certain individuals was “me, me, me”. 
Many of these were the self-employed 
people who I’d ensured we would look after 
both financially, emotionally and mentally 
throughout the pandemic..

These were also the people we created 
three working bubbles for, who we’d kept 
safe at the height of the pandemic and had 
done that for more than 18 months - but 
when we needed them to give just a bit 
back and stay loyal as the pandemic cases 
reduced, they simply vanished.

So, it was very hard back in May for both 
Luke and myself to lose around 10 or 11 
good players at the end of a pandemic 
wrecked season and not have regrets. 
Hindsight though is a wonderful thing, so 
as I look back today at the financial and 
mental issues caused by the pandemic, it 
did I suppose make things very difficult for 
everyone - but the bottom line was, and still 
is, with the quality of our squad last season, 
their potential was never realised.

Looking back in this 2021 review, as a side 
last season we kept giving leads up, we 
often when leading, played in the wrong 
areas, we were clearly mentally weak and 
in truth we had been underperforming 
throughout most of last season, especially 
after our FA Cup run was ended by a 2-0 
Millwall defeat and after we sold Sorba 
Thomas to Huddersfield Town.

So by the time we limped into June and 
July 2021, I felt a bit sorry for myself, in 
fact I was whinging like a big baby haha….I 
had in truth also endured two brief hospital 
stays in the early part of 2021 and still felt 
mentally exhausted, as well as physically 
knackered. When you feel like that, the 
pressure can sometimes mount, as you 
know the hopes and expectations of your 
town and your supporters will again rest 
upon your shoulders very soon for the 
following season and so you become very 
worried.

Why? Because by June we knew we had 
only 7 or 8 players signed of the quality 
needed for us to be a top half team this 
season. We also only had two of our 
management team in place at that time, 
including the gaffer. If I’m being honest, 
we literally had no medical department in 
place, no analyst department set up and 
no strength and conditioning coaches….but 
that’s when this football club is truly at its 

very best, as it comes together, it grafts and 
it says we know we are an underdog club, 
we know we’re up against it - but we’re not 
getting relegated, not on our watch.

I still trusted that myself and my staff could 
do what we needed to do and I trusted 
in our structures and in my experience. 
In fact, I got Luke and Charlie into a local 
restaurant on a few occasions and also into 
the Boardroom and told them their summer 
holidays, will be with their phones always 
ON, ON, ON. We all knew we had just six 
weeks to replace key people intelligently 
and that would mean no time to be as 
measured as I would have liked….so my 
mantra to both my manager and chief 
executive was trust your instincts and look 
carefully not only for good footballers but 
for good people and good characters.

Luke, myself and Charlie from that point 
worked around the clock, to showcase and 
improve the club and the team to possible 
players and staff, which meant sometimes 
doing the hard miles to get the right players 
through the door, with the right character 
and with the right agents. At the same time, 
we also had to get the right management 
team in, a team that would firstly 
understand Lukes’ mindset, which meant 
firstly high energy and secondly quiet 
ambition and positivity, which he would 
certainly need from his assistant manager, 
his head coach and from his dressing room 
support staff.

All the while I needed to ensure the pitch 
renovations were still on point, also that 
we gave the ground a complete repaint, 
upgraded the burger bars, created the 
art work for the ground boards early and 
got the new site signage signed off by my 
department heads. All that was going on as 
we upgraded the stadium Wi-Fi, installed 
a new press area within the West Stand, 
extended the TV gantry for Arsenal Women 
and secured a new Main and Stadium 
Sponsor.

The workload in those summer months 
were topped off for me with the 
completely refurbed East Stand for our 
home supporters and all of the above was 
completed within a three-month period.

By July our recruitment was in full swing 
and we had managed to get a few targets 
onboard who were unannounced at the 
time, and pre-season was now suddenly 
upon us. Though we were still light on the 
ground player wise as we entered August, it 
felt, after stuffing an Arsenal under 23 side 
comprehensively 3 or 4 nil late pre-season, 
that we were quietly getting ourselves back 
on track.

That feeling in truth lasted less than 24 
hours, as Chesterfield came a calling with 
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an offer that we just couldn’t refuse and 
we had suddenly lost our talismanic striker 
in Kabby Tshimanga, just a week or so 
before the season started - my thoughts 
were simple, the offer was one thing but 
where would our goals come from, and so I 
entered the next 10 days and into the new 
season with slight trepidation.

Luckily Luke, myself and Charlie, had by 
then quietly got some good player options 
on the back burner and we were still 
putting together what we considered to be 
a great group of characters within this new 
playing squad. At the same time, Lukes’s 
recruitment of his support staff and his new 
management team had gone really well.

The squad we felt was still two or three bits 
of quality short, and losing Kabby was such 
a blow - but we felt with a bit of luck with 
injuries and suspensions early doors, that 
this was certainly a group of people that we 
could genuinely work with and believe in….I, 
like Luke and Charlie, quietly hoped that we 
would get off to a flier and the group would 
gel quickly, but in my world I always hope 
for the best and plan for the worst.

I always work on the proviso that my first 
job is to provide Luke and Charlie with a 
stable club, a competitive budget and a 
layered but robust staffing structure. If we 
can get that right, it’s Lukes’ job to firstly 
keep us in the division and then perhaps 
along with Charlie and myself, to look at 
things more positively thereafter, to see 
where a more targeted season within an 
improved budget might take us - oh and 
then Luke can see how much more money 
he can get out of me haha.

Luke, Charlie and myself do love our stats, 
and we also love a decent restaurant to 
discuss these things in, so the business 
suppers are still working for us..…however 
after putting on half a stone in the name of 
pre-season recruitment, we had by August’s 
end incredibly almost achieved most of our 
targets.

As always, we still played the little Boreham 
Wood underdog card and I still love 
watching many of the bigger ex-League 
clubs and their supporters, who continue 
to live in yesteryear….while calling us a 
pointless and tinpot club amongst other 
things.

I’m often reminded of just how tinpot 
we are by the fanbases of these bigger 
clubs, but the reality of the last decade, 
is that we often beat or sit above our 
biggest detractors. So, it’s funny how their 
preoccupation in regards to how poor 
they feel we are as a club, is often aligned 
only to our match-day support and not 
perhaps to our club’s carefully put together 
businesses, diverse revenue streams - 

meanwhile some of these football club’s 
business models are still seemingly just 
based on the size of their home crowds say 
25 times a season, a bit of hospitality and 
their bar take.

People’s animosity or ignorance of 
what we’ve achieved over the last two 
decades on limited support and resources 
never seems to fade, and no credit is 
ever afforded to us for simply being a 
hardworking, well-run, pretty consistent 
and well-disciplined club, who have 
mastered the art of working with a small 
squad of quality individuals and key staff.

Our mantra is simple, 16 bits of quality will 
always give you a chance to compete, if 
you get lucky with suspensions and injuries. 
Whereas, an expensive 24-man squad of 
24 average players, which a lot of clubs 
like to carry, is always going to be average 
on most given days. Put simply, 24 bits 
of average players at any level is always 
average but inordinately expensive.

Also in my humble opinion, you cannot 
keep 24 average players happy. Why? 
Because firstly they never see themselves 
as average, and secondly they don’t ever 
look at their own match and career stats 
objectively….as I said, we do accept we are 
a small club,  we don’t accept we’re still 
seen as tinpot as is suggested amongst the 
bigger club’s fanbase, but I do feel that’s 
more their issue than it is for, say, Luke, 
Charlie or me.

So, when I wrote this review of 2021 and 
as I journeyed back to early July and 
remember our player recruitment, I can say 
that Luke did find key personnel that fitted 
in with his management, and his support 
team has proved to be exceptional…..that 
said there was still so many other hurdles to 
then overcome before the season started 
and that’s where Lady Luck can often shine 
on you.

I feel looking back on 2021, that we got a bit 
lucky especially in June, July and August, 
as our recruitment and decisions started to 
bear fruit, we had managed to sign the likes 
of Frankie Raymond, Jacob Mendy Mendy, 
Josh Rees, big Will Evans and a slightly pot-
bellied and very boring “old has been” in Mr 
“9 goals” Scott Boden, only kidding Bodes 
- you truly are a man amongst men.

This new set of players and staff were 
clearly a very genuine group of characters 
and individuals, which now includes our 
new assistant manager in the inimitable Mr 
Lloyd Doyley, plus our new head coach in 
Connor Smith, who when aligned with our 
new analyst and two new Strength and 
Conditioning Coaches, have given Lukes’ 
support staff some real substance. On 
top of that a new medical team was put 

together, headed up by Gabriel Segall and 
Ellen Fender.

All of the above has given me a renewed 
energy and impetus to not let them down 
and in truth I needed to improve and 
perhaps remind myself and others that 
we didn’t like being 14th last season, so 
let’s ensure we don’t repeat that finish this 
season.

We also looked at how other details could 
improve us, so I created a new catering 
regime headed up by my very loyal head of 
catering Miss May Mason and she brought 
in a sports nutrition partner in ‘Tweaked’, 
which I feel again gave a new club 
understanding to the benefits of both diet 
and heathy living. It gave me an additional 
cost worry but also a renewed belief that 
the old adage of healthy living, hard work, 
coupled with team spirit, camaraderie, 
attitude, desire and discipline might, 
just might, once again mean something 
over a whole season, and most of those 
ingredients cost nothing!

Myself, Luke and Charlie, if it was possible 
became even closer and I feel the support 
shown by the club to our players and our 
staff both old and new during this pandemic 
is a credit to our working structures. I feel 
that the care shown means our day-to-
day staff, our long serving players and our 
long-term sponsors and partners are now 
a true collective and we are even more 
determined to do well for our fans, for our 
community and we are possibly even more 
loyal to each other?

Some of our staff who made short 
appearances within our working and 
playing structure over the last two years, 
perhaps never properly understood just 
what we stand for, what we have always 
stood for and what we will, while I’m here, 
always stand for.

We have, after I got over my nervy first 
three years as Chairman, and for nearly 
two decades, stood for off field facility 
improvements and a lot of patience to 
build things correctly. In that time, we’ve 
quietly managed to get ourselves through 
the divisions, we have quietly built our 
academy and built both our front of house 
and stadium facility step by step, while 
also acquiring the knowledge needed 
to progress ourselves within an ever-
competitive and changing education sector.

So as the pandemic gathers speed once 
again in 2022, I already know that we 
must support each other and our young 
professionals in all manner of ways and that 
includes their family and friends, as players 
and staff’s mental health and welfare is put 
very high on our list of importance, and a 
listening ear can help everyone as we all 

move forward together in 2022.

Lots of the things that I speak about 
above have been put in place at the club 
throughout 2021 and much of the things I’ve 
written about in this review have improved 
us and don’t cost money - but in hindsight 
they did need discussing, did need more 
understanding, time and patience.

So, as we enter 2022, complete with a new 
set of pandemic challenges in front of us, I 
must now thank my incredibly loyal staff for 
2021, thank this incredible dressing room for 
ending 2021 in the manner that they have, 
thank my ever-loyal sponsors for their belief 
in me and thank my hugely respected and 
influential partners in Arsenal Football Club, 
Hertsmere Borough Council and Elstree and 
Borehamwood Town Council.

Last but not least, can I thank you the 
Wood Army, as whatever we achieve here 
can only be possible with your patience, 
support and togetherness. The rest can 
be done with careful planning and true 
community care.

Next week, we look forward to an FA Cup 
3rd Round tie here with AFC Wimbledon 
and, with a partisan crowd behind us at 
Meadow Park, anything is possible. You saw 
the impact you all had in our 4-0 victory 
against St Albans City, as your support 
firstly broke St Albans City hearts but also 
our attendance record, even though we 
were live on TV - so thank you.

We now have a chance of making history 
once again and causing an upset - but we 
are going to need you all to become our 
12th man once again and that means you 
turning up in your droves with your friends, 
family and singing voices. So, if you do 
want to see us in the 4th Round and you do 
want us to extend our 15 minutes of fame - 
then don’t delay, buy your tickets, get here 
early on the day and let’s see what we can 
do with a togetherness that just might see 

us through?

Finally, back to today, let’s hope for an 
open, attacking game and may the best 
team win. I also hope you enjoyed my 
pandemic review of 2021.

Here’s to a happy and healthy New Year!

Take care, stay safe.

Danny



Working in partnership with Boreham Wood FC to 
improve Meadow Park for over 20 years
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Having not played a fixture since our last 
match against Barnet in the FA Trophy, 
I can only imagine we will be seeing a 
contrast in the team selection from both 
sides that day. The job Dean has done 
since taking the reins at the Hive has 
been remarkable. In truth, I admire the 
way he sets up his sides as he plays with 
a real expansive style that’s pleasing on 
the eye.

Having settled the ship pretty sharpish 
since taking the job on an Interim 
position, he has shown his quality with 
exceptional form in recent months. 
To manage that and get consistency 
throughout his group in such a short 
space of time shows the level of boss he 
is.

I believe they have a real good squad, 
and that they will be competing in the 
top half in the latter stages of the season 
for sure. I think that’s a great finish 
considering they hadn’t recorded a win in 
their first seven National League fixtures 
this season.

They will come here today having already 
faced us twice at their place, whilst losing 
in both games in the Emirates FA Cup 
and Buildbase FA Trophy. I’m sure they 
will want to right a few wrongs today, 
as well as putting a dent in our play-off 
hopes, so I’m sure they will be doing their 
upmost this afternoon to beat us.

Despite this, the onus remains for us to 
continue our current form; our home 
record is very impressive with eight wins 
and three draws, as well as eight clean 
sheets throughout that period. 

We will need to maintain the standards 
we have set this season if we are to kick 
on in the New Year and maintain our 
charge for a play-off position come May. 

We need to continue with our hard work 
and togetherness, which I believe has got 
us to where we are now. We are a group 
that enjoys each other and I believe that 
this is shown in abundance when the 
players cross the white line.

We have faced adversity on many 
occasions this season, in many instances 
and for many different reasons, but I 
have to give credit to our squad for not 
concentrating on the uncontrollable and 
delivering on performances week in, week 
out…

We know it’s not going to be plane 
sailing for the rest of the season, whether 
that’s further COVID disruptions and 
postponements, injuries or suspensions, 
but as long as we don’t implode 
internally, I’m sure we will be enjoying a 
positive end to the season.

We look forward to having you back at 
LV Bet Stadium Meadow Park today as 
the last time we were here, we played 
out our historic win against neighbours 
St Albans City in the FA Cup 2nd Round. 
The place was rocking that evening in 
front of a record attendance but the 
scenario that played out at the end of the 
fixture meant that the dressing room was 
unable to thank you that night, so let’s 
share a moment together after the game 
today if we pick up a positive result.

So, please get right behind the boys and 
give them the support they deserve.

Let’s hope for a positive result to start 
the New Year!

Regards

Good afternoon. Firstly, I would like to welcome Dean Brennan and  
his Barnet players and staff to the LV Bet Stadium Meadow Park for 
today’s Vanarama National League fixture.

THE GAFFER

LUKE GARRARD
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Over the summer there was a lot of 
changes and the squad we have this 
season feels very special. The Gaffer 
has instilled a work ethic and discipline 
in us players that mirrors his own, his 
drive and determination to succeed, 
this work ethic not only motivates us 
and keeps us focused. We’re a close-
knit group with a lot of qualities and I 
feel privileged to be a part of it. 

There are some great characters in 
the dressing room now, we’ve got 
Bodes who keeps you on edge with 
his childish pranks, Connor with his 
old school tunes and Irish charm and 
Marshy with no volume control, to 
name but a few! We have already 
shared some great moments together 
this season, beating Barnet in the FA 
Cup 4th Qualifying Round and then St 
Albans at home in the 2nd Round were 
particular highs. There’s obviously still 
a couple of big games to go and to 
finish this year on a high is our aim. 

The performances are not just down 
to the players and management 
though, there are a lot of staff who 
work incredibly hard each day to 
ensure the club runs smoothly and to 
help prepare the players for games 
each week. So, I’d like to say a big 
thank you to all the staff on behalf of 
the players for the work they do over 
the course of the year. Despite doing 
well so far this season, the squad is 

more than aware we have achieved 
absolutely nothing yet. What we 
have done is put ourselves in a good 
position with all to play for in 2022 
and it’s more important than ever 
that we maintain our standards and 
continue to work hard. 

One of the biggest impacts on our 
performances has been from you the 
fans. Your support has been immense 
since fans have been allowed to return 
to games and I think I speak for all 
the players and staff when I say thank 
you for the incredible support you’ve 
given us. The difference you make has 
never felt more evident than following 
a season without the Wood Army. 
It’s been fantastic to have even more 
fans in the stadium recently and really 
making your presence felt. With the 
progress we have made so far this 
season we need your support more 
than ever; we hope you can continue 
to get behind us in growing numbers 
and help drive us forward for the 
remainder of the season. 

Let’s all look forward to a positive 
2022 both on and off the pitch and on 
behalf of the players I’d like to wish 
you all a very Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year. 

All the best,
Ricko

2021 has been a roller coaster of a year with the effects of 
COVID continuing to create uncertainty in football and impact 
people’s health and life. It has been full of ups and downs, in 
January 2021 when we made history in reaching the 3rd Round 
of the FA Cup and playing Millwall. It would have been an even 
more special day had we been allowed to share the occasion 
with the Wood Army. I think we would all agree though that last 
season was very disappointing and finishing 14th come the end 
was an underachievement for the squad we had.

THE CAPTAIN

MARK RICKETTS
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NATIONAL LEAGUE  2021/22

P W D L F A GD PT

1 Chesterfield 20 12 7 1 38 16 22 43

2 FC Halifax Town 20 12 4 4 32 17 15 40

3 Wrexham 21 11 6 4 37 20 17 39

4 Boreham Wood 18 11 5 2 28 13 15 38

5 Bromley 21 11 5 5 36 24 12 38

6 Stockport County 20 11 3 6 35 23 12 36

7 Solihull Moors 21 10 6 5 28 21 7 36

8 Dagenham & Redbridge 21 11 2 8 40 26 14 35

9 Notts County 19 10 5 4 33 22 11 35

10 Grimsby Town 19 10 2 7 31 21 10 32

11 Yeovil Town 19 9 4 6 20 18 2 31

12 Woking 21 9 1 11 34 33 1 28

13 Eastleigh 19 8 4 7 23 25 -2 28

14 Torquay United 21 8 3 10 32 34 -2 27

15 Altrincham 21 7 4 10 34 36 -2 25

16 Barnet 19 7 4 8 24 31 -7 25

17 Aldershot Town 21 6 3 12 24 34 -10 21

18 Wealdstone 19 5 6 8 19 29 -10 21

19 Maidenhead United 19 5 3 11 20 38 -18 18

20 Southend United 19 4 4 11 16 31 -15 16

21 Weymouth 19 4 3 12 21 38 -17 15

22 King’s Lynn Town 20 3 2 15 17 41 -24 11

23 Dover Athletic 21 0 4 17 17 48 -31 -8

MONDAY 3 JANUARY

Grimsby Town vs FC Halifax Town

TUESDAY 28 DECEMBER

Altrincham 0 - 2 Wrexham

Chesterfield 1 - 1 FC Halifax Town

Dag & Red 1 - 0 Aldershot Town

Eastleigh 2 - 1 Torquay United

Maidenhead United 1 - 0 Bromley

Solihull Moors 0 - 1 Stockport County

Woking 3 - 2 Dover Athletic

SUNDAY 2 JANUARY

Dagenham & Redbridge vs Dover Athletic

Eastleigh vs Weymouth

Notts County vs Wrexham

Woking vs Aldershot Town

Yeovil Town vs Torquay United

SATURDAY 1 JANUARY

Chesterfield 1 - 0 King’s Lynn Town
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BRETT, DAVE, DAVID, 
GEOFF & WARWICK

NICK & BARBS HAMPER

PETER COOKE
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AVAILABLE

Help boost the Gaffer’s budget whilst 
sponsoring your favourite Wood players or 
member of staff, subject to availability, with 

funds going directly into our First Team 
budget here at Meadow Park. Sponorship 

includes: -

• Recognition as player or staff member 
 sponsor on Club website and within 
 our match day programme

• 1x ticket to the Club’s annual end of season gala dinner seated alongside 
 other player sponsors and Wood Army representatives

• 2x match tickets to a game of your choice

• At the season’s end, you will receive your chosen player’s match worn 
 shirt, complete with player’s signature

Price: £200 + VAT

For an additional £150 + VAT (£350 + VAT in total), you can have For an additional £150 + VAT (£350 + VAT in total), you can have 
your shirt professionally framed, inclusive of signed photo  your shirt professionally framed, inclusive of signed photo  

of your chosen player and certificate of authenticity.of your chosen player and certificate of authenticity.
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PEOPLE l PLACES l PERFORMANCE

www.ems-move.com

EMS people make the difference - exceptional levels of 

service and communication ensure consistent delivery of 

high quality logistics and relocation solutions. 

 

Global capability is matched by excellent local knowledge 

through an extensive partner network. 

Elite Moving Systems

Your strategic partner for corporate mobility

   

Tel: +44 (0)20 8963 1114  

Fax: +44 (0)20 8965 4166   Email: info@ems-move.com

EMS, Nucleus 2, Central Way, Park Royal, London  NW10 7XT  



MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
FROM EVERYONE AT BOREHAM WOOD FC
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SAT 21 WEYMOUTH NL A W 2-0 1195 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS RAYMOND C. SMITH MUNNS 

SAT 28 ALDERSHOT TOWN NL H W 1-0 602 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS JALLOW C. SMITH MUNNS

MON 30 DOVER ATHLETIC NL A W 1-0 1517 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS JALLOW C. SMITH MUNNS

SAT 4 STOCKPORT COUNTY NL H D 0-0 782 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

SAT 11 BROMLEY NL A W 3-2 1311 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

TUE 14 FC HALIFAX TOWN NL H D 2-2 503 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

SAT 18 SOLIHULL MOORS NL A L 1-3 1021 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN MAFUTA STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

SAT 25 YEOVIL TOWN NL H W 2-1 658 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN MAFUTA STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

SAT 2 EASTLEIGH NL A D 1-1 1797 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN MAFUTA STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

TUE 5 TORQUAY UNITED NL H W 2-0 701 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS C. SMITH MAFUTA MARSH BODEN STEPHENS CLIFTON REES RAYMOND MUNNS

SAT 9 DAGENHAM & REDBRIDGE NL H W 2-0 1111 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY MAFUTA REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS

SAT 16 BARNET FA CUP A W 1-0 1615 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY MAFUTA REES RAYMOND MARSH BODEN GREEN STEPHENS CLIFTON C. SMITH MUNNS RICKETTS 

SAT 23 CHESTERFIELD NL A L 2-1 5477 ASHMORE ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA  MARSH  BODEN  RAYMOND STEPHENS CLIFTON OLUWABORI  MUNNS

TUE 26 KING'S LYNN TOWN NL A W 1-0 1160 ASHBY-HAMMOND ILESANMI FYFIELD STEPHENS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA MARSH BODEN GREEN RAYMOND CLIFTON OLUWABORI MUNNS

SAT 30 SOUTHEND UNITED NL H W 1-0 1501 ASHBY-HAMMOND ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RAYMOND REES MAFUTA MARSH BODEN  GREEN STEPHENS CLIFTON OLUWABORI MUNNS

SAT 6 EASTLEIGH FA CUP H W 2-0 931 ASHBY-HAMMOND ILESANMI FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA MARSH  BODEN GREEN STEPHENS RAYMOND CLIFTON  C. SMITH OLUWABORI

SAT 13 ALTRINCHAM NL A D 1-1 2283 ASHBY-HAMMOND STEPHENS FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA MARSH BODEN GREEN RAYMOND  CLIFTON  LEWIS  OLUWABORI

SAT 20 MAIDENHEAD UNITED NL H W 4-0 601 ASHBY-HAMMOND STEPHENS FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY  RICKETTS REES MAFUTA MARSH BODEN GREEN RAYMOND  CLIFTON  LEWIS  OLUWABORI

TUE 23 NOTTS COUNTY NL H D 1-1 831 ASHBY-HAMMOND STEPHENS FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS RAYMOND MAFUTA  MARSH BODEN  GREEN C. SMITH CLIFTON   LEWIS  COMLEY

MON 6 ST ALBANS CITY FA CUP H W 4-0 4101 ASHBY-HAMMOND STEPHENS FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA  MARSH BODEN ROACHE C. SMITH CLIFTON    RAYMOND  COMLEY  RANGER 

SAT 11 WOKING NL A W 2-0 1687 ASHBY-HAMMOND STEPHENS FYFIELD EVANS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS REES MAFUTA MARSH BODEN LE LEWIS WIS RAYMOND  CLIFTON  COMLEY RANGER

SAT 18 BARNET A W 3-2 823 ASHBY-HAMMOND STEPHENS FYFIELD LEWIS K. SMITH MENDY RICKETTS RAYMOND MAFUTA MARSH CLIFTON ROACHE JOYCE

SUN 2 BARNET NL H

SAT 8 AFC WIMBLEDON FA CUP H

TUE 11 WEALDSTONE NL H

SAT 15 MAIDSTONE UNITED H

SAT 22 WEYMOUTH NL H

TUE 25 FC HALIFAX TOWN NL A

SAT 29 KING'S LYNN TOWN NL H

SAT 5 SOUTHEND UNITED NL A

SAT 12 ALTRINCHAM NL H

SAT 19 MAIDENHEAD UNITED NL A

TUE 22 TORQUAY UNITED NL A

SAT 26 EASTLEIGH NL H

SAT 5 DAGENHAM & REDBRIDGE NL A

SAT 12 CHESTERFIELD NL H

SAT 19 GRIMSBY TOWN NL H

TUE 22 NOTTS COUNTY NL A

SAT 2 WOKING NL H

SAT 9 ALDERSHOT TOWN NL A

FRI 15 DOVER ATHLETIC NL H

MON 18 WEALDSTONE NL A

SAT 23 BROMLEY NL H

SAT 30 STOCKPORT COUNTY NL A

MON 2 WREXHAM NL H

SAT 7 YEOVIL TOWN NL A

SUN 15 SOLIHULL MOORS NL H

TBC WREXHAM NL A

TBC BARNET NL A

TBC GRIMSBY TOWN NL A

FA TROPHY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

FA TROPHY

SUBSTITUTESSTARTING 11ATTRESULTVENUEMATCHOPPONENTDATE



Find Your New Lease Of Life

**The Vanarama Price Promise guarantees you the best price or we’ll give you a £100 reward card if you find

a cheaper like-for-like quote. Excludes manufacturer quotes. For full terms and conditions please see our website. Autorama 

UK Ltd, Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7DE who also trades as Vanarama, Vanarama Cars, Vanarama Insurance Services and 

Pickup Trucks Direct are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Our FCA Register number is 482841. As a 

FCA regulated credit broker we can introduce you to a select group of lenders, details of these lenders are available on request. All 

products are subject to credit acceptance. Our VAT number is 842814720. Please note calls may be monitored or recorded.

At Vanarama
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Lowest Price Guaranteed*

FREE & Fast UK Delivery
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THE
WOOD

LAST TIME WE MET In the Buildbase FA Trophy 3rd Round, it was 

Barnet who took the lead when Rob Hall beat 

Taye Ashby-Hammond via a deflected shot. 

Tyrone Marsh equalised shortly after and notched 

his second from the penalty spot, but Wes 

Fonguck found an equaliser of his own shortly 

before the break to bring a thrilling half to an end. 

BARNET 2

BOREHAM WOOD 3

SATURDAY 18TH DECEMBER 2021

BUILDBASE FA TROPHY 3RD ROUND

THE HIVE

LAST TIME OUT

BARNET FC  2
BOREHAM WOOD 3

18/12/2021 | The Hive
Buildbase FA Trophy 3rd Round

RECENT FORM

W 4-0

ST ALBANS
CITY

FA CUP 2ND ROUND
6/12/2021 | HOME

W 2-0

WOKING
FC

NATIONAL LEAGUE
11/12/2021 | AWAY

D 1-1

ALTRINCHAM
FC

NATIONAL LEAGUE
13/11/2021 | AWAY

W 4-0

MAIDENHEAD
UNITED

NATIONAL LEAGUE
20/11/2021 | HOME

D 1-1

NOTTS
COUNTY

NATIONAL LEAGUE
23/11/2021 | HOME

LAST TIME OUT

2 BARNET FC
3 BOREHAM WOOD

18/12/2021 | The Hive
Buildbase FA Trophy 3rd Round

Oxborough

Taylor

Woods

Brundle

Hall

Marriott

Fonguck

Thomas

Richards-Everton

Greenidge

Ashby-Hammond

rees

k. smith

raymond

mafuta

MENDY

LEWIS

clifton

RICKETTS

stephens

Fyfield

Beard

THE
BEES

Mitch Brundle saw red at the start of the second for an off 

the ball incident with Jacob Mendy before Marsh secured 

his first career hattrick with an incredible third goal. Barnet 
went down to nine men in stoppage time when Payne was 

given his marching orders for a late challenge, putting the 

final nail in the coffin as Marsh’s treble sent the Wood into 
the 4th Round.

RECENT FORM

L 1-0

YEOVIL
TOWN

NATIONAL LEAGUE
11/12/2021 | AWAY

W 3-0

MAIDENHEAD
UNITED

NATIONAL LEAGUE
4/12/2021 | HOME

W 2-1

WOKING
FC

NATIONAL LEAGUE
27/11/2021 | AWAY

L 1-0

WEALDSTONE
FC

NATIONAL LEAGUE
13/11/2021 | AWAY

W 2-1

TORQUAY
UNITED

NATIONAL LEAGUE
20/11/2021 | HOME
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THE GAFFER

DEAN BRENNAN 
 

Whilst playing for Hemel Hempstead Town, Dean Brennan was appointed as 
caretaker boss at the age of just 29. During his time with Hemel as manager, 
he helped the Tudors to their highest ever finish before overseeing promotion 
to the Conference South. After spells with Billericay Town and Kingstonian, 
Brennan joined Wealdstone and led the club to the National League South 
title, but resigned two years later to become Head of Football at Barnet. 
However, he returned to management after the sacking of Harry Kewell, 

becoming the Bees’ interim Head Coach.

THE OPPOSITION

BARNET FC

28 BOREHAM WOOD VS BARNET

THE PLAYMAKER 

EPHRON 
MASON-CLARK

After coming through 
the ranks at Barnet, 
he signed his first 

professional deal in the 
summer of 2016 and 
made his debut in the 
Checkatrade Trophy 

against Norwich’s 
under-23’s. A first taste 
of regular football came 

whilst out on loan at 
Metropolitan Police but 
he made his Football 
League debut a week 

later, and has since 
established himself as 
a mainstay in the Bee’s 
starting XI and a firm 

fans’ favourite. Able to 
play as either a striker 
or on the wing, and his 
pace, power and goals 

has seen him make over 
100 appearances for  

the Bees.

THE DESTROYER 

SAM 
BEARD

After a stint with 
Dorking Wanderers, 
Sam Beard arrived 
at the Hive in April 
2021 having played 
an integral role to 

the Wanderers’ run 
to the Conference 

South play-off semi-
final in 2019/20. He 
was a regular in the 
team as they went 
top of the National 

League South before 
its curtailment due 

to the COVID-19 
pandemic, and the 
left back initially 

joined Barnet on loan 
before making the 
move permanent in 

the summer.

THE FINISHER 

ROB 
HALL

A West Ham United 
academy graduate, 

Rob Hall enjoyed loan 
spells with Oxford 

United, Milton Keynes 
Dons and Birmingham 

City, preceding a 
move to Bolton 
Wanderers on a 

permanent basis after 
a brief loan at the end 
of the 2012/13 season. 

He briefly returned 
to MK Dons on two 

separate consecutive 
loans before re-

joining Oxford United 
permanently five years 

after leaving. After 
being released at the 
end of the 2020/21 
season, following 
a short-lived loan 

spell at Forest Green 
Rovers, he moved to 
Barnet, and he has 

featured 11 times for 
the Bees this season.

THE STAND OUTS
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4
BOREHAM WOOD
Rees (25’) (49’), Mafuta (64’)
Clifton (81’)

MATCH REPORT

DATE  06/12/2021
LV BET STADIUM MEADOW PARK
EMIRATES FA CUP 2ND ROUND

Boreham Wood have made history as a thumping 
4-0 victory over local rivals St Albans City was 
enough to see them through to the Emirates FA 
Cup 3rd Round for just the second time in their 
history.

The ITV cameras were present to cover the first 
Hertfordshire derby between the two sides since 2019, in 
front of a record Meadow Park attendance of 4,101, and 
the cold December night was clearly not going to faze 
the hosts.

It was nearly a dream start as a cross from Kane Smith 
was floated into the path of Scott Boden, who’s side-
footed volley went just wide of the far post. The Wood 
saw plenty of the ball during the opening stages and 
had a number of half chances, with David Stephens and 
Tyrone Marsh both going close, but they were unable to 
make the breakthrough.

The Wood nearly paid the price for a lack of cutting edge 
as St Albans’ first opportunity nearly broke the deadlock. 
A free kick delivery from Johnny Goddard met the head 
of Joy Mukena but he was unable to direct his header on 
target.

The game would soon go a bit flat as chances seemed to 
dry up and the hosts struggled to maintain a foothold of 
the game. The Saints certainly grew into it, but perhaps 
against the run of play Josh Rees gave the home side the 
lead. An initial long-range effort from the midfielder was 
deflected high and into the path of Jacob Mendy Mendy, 
who’s scuffed effort preceded a scuffed clearance from 

Saints defender Callum Adebiyi, who sent the ball into the 
path of Rees to drill a first-time half-volley into the back 
of the net.

The visitors tried to hit back immediately, as ex-Wood 
man Shaun Jeffers tried to send Goddard through on goal 
with a neat flick before Mitchell Weiss created a superb 
opening for Zane Banton, who’s first touch let him down. 
St Albans looked particularly dangerous from set pieces 
throughout the first half, and this was evident on the 37th 
minute. A third corner in quick succession was headed 
towards goal by Callum Adebiyi, with the woodwork 
sparing the blushes of the beaten Taye Ashby-Hammond 
as the eventual effort from Dave Diedhou cannoned off 
the crossbar. This would prove nothing more than alarm 
bells for the hosts, who were determined not to let their 
lead slip.

Alas, Boreham Wood started the second half as they 
meant to go on, with Rees heading home a Smith cross 
to net his and his side’s second of the evening, doubling 
their lead just four minutes after the restart. Rees nearly 
sealed his hattrick a few minutes later, attempting a 
clever backheel that bounced just wide of the post.

Chances would continue for the Wood as they looked 
to suffocate their opponents every time they received 
the ball. St Albans were unable to maintain an extended 
spell in possession, while Smith nearly finished off a lovely 
move when he fired his effort at Coniah Boyce-Clarke in 
the Saints goal.

Arguably the best chance of the game for the away side 
fell to Kyran Wiltshire, who received the ball on the edge 

SAINTS VICTORY SETS UP
WIMBLEDON GRAND SLAM

0
ST ALBANS CITY

of the box after a poor clearance and sent a drive towards goal 
that got a late deflection to send it up and over the bar. What was 
perhaps a glimmer of hope for the visitors was soon be squashed 
before their very eyes, as Gus Mafuta sealed the victory just a 
couple of minutes later. Will Evans sent a high ball from deep 
towards Mendy who took it under control before floating a cross 
into the danger area, where a late run from Mafuta saw him meet 
the ball and connect to send a powerful header past Boyce-Clarke.

It got even better as the game reached the final ten minutes as 
substitute Adrian Clifton made an immediate impact, receiving a 
cut-back from Boden, taking a touch and calmly rolling the ball past 
Boyce-Clarke to extend the lead and net his first goal for Boreham 
Wood, having only been on the pitch for a couple of minutes. Luke 
Garrard’s men were cruising and in firm control. 

It was nearly a real five-star performance too as new signing Nile 
Ranger came ever so close to scoring a debut goal almost instantly, 
but he was unable to turn his effort home after being sent through 
one-on-one.

Five minutes of added time went by before the referee blew 
the final whistle to confirm St Albans’ exit from England’s oldest 
competition. However, the only thing that mattered was that 
Boreham Wood will get the chance to make amends from their 3rd 
Round defeat to Millwall last season, facing League One side AFC 
Wimbledon at the start of January. The pitch invasion at the end 
said it all, and unlike the last one, fans will be allowed to witness this 
historic occasion and get the LV Bet Stadium Meadow Park rocking 
once again, to urge the team towards a 4th  Round tie hopefully 
against one of the big boys.

BOREHAM WOOD
Ashby-Hammond, Evans, Stephens, Fyfield, Mendy Mendy, K Smith 
(Clifton 78), Ricketts, Rees, Mafuta (Raymond 76), Boden (Ranger 
86), Marsh (Comley 86).

Unused Subs: Roach, C.Smith.

ST ALBANS CITY
Boyce-Clark, Wiltshire (Brown 77), Jeffers, Banton, Diedhiou 
(Bender 66), Dawson (Noble 66), Weiss (Akinola 88), Lankshear, 
Adebiyi, Mukena, Goddard.

Unused Subs: Johnson, Clark, Meakes, Austin.

Match report written by Brett Lewis 
(Non-League Paper & Wood Army member).
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MATCH GALLERY



TOGETHER
  FOR  
  FOOTBALL

This season, we’ve come together to face Covid-19 
— football’s toughest opponent. Through the 
Premier League, FA and Government's Football 
Foundation and Premier League’s FSIF, we’ve 
supported over 39,000 teams, including over 1,000 
in the National League System, to return to action.

Find out more about funding from 
the Football Foundation and Football 
Stadia Improvement Fund:

footballfoundation.org.uk
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BARNET
Hall (10’), Fonguck (37’)

MATCH REPORT

DATE  18/12/2021
BUILDBASE FA TROPHY 3RD ROUND
THE HIVE

A hattrick from man of the match Tyrone Marsh, 
including a quite brilliant second half winner, 
ensured a depleted Boreham Wood made it 
through to the Fourth Round of the Buildbase 
FA Trophy and in the process knocking Barnet 
out of a cup competition for the second time this 
season.

Luke Garrard made three changes to the side that 
won so well at Woking last Saturday with Frankie 
Raymond, Dennon Lewis and Adrian Clifton 
coming in for Will Evans, Josh Rees and Scott 
Boden.

Wood showed attacking intent early on when 
Dennon Lewis’ cross was cleared well by the 
Barnet defence. However, despite early pressure 
from the Wood, it was the hosts who took the 
lead on seven minutes when Rob Hall’s deflected 
shot found its way past Taye Ashby-Hammond in 
the Wood goal.

Mitch Brundle nearly doubled the Bees lead three 
minutes later but shot just wide of the Wood goal. 
When it looked like the hosts were taking control 
of the match, Wood equalised. Following some 
excellent hold up play from Adrian Clifton, Tyrone 
Marsh struck a really good effort from outside the 
area which gave Aston Oxborough no chance in 
the Barnet goal.

On 28 minutes an excellent Mark Ricketts pass 
found Marsh whose effort was saved this time by 
Oxborough, however just a couple minutes later 
Wood took the lead. Clifton was fouled off the ball 
by Sam Woods in penalty area and referee Tom 
Bishop had no hesitation in pointing to the penalty 
spot. Marsh made no mistake from twelve yards 
when his fierce shot struck the underside of the 
bar before crossing the line.

On 35 minutes, Clifton headed over from a Lewis 
cross, a chance Wood would rue as just a minute 
later, the hosts equalised when Rob Hall played a 
great ball through to Wes Fonguck who finished 
well past Ashby-Hammond. Kane Smith hit a well 
struck shot just over on 40 minutes as Wood 
looked to regain their lead. The Barnet players 
were shouting for a penalty just before the interval 
but in truth, it was a well-timed tackle from Jamal 
Fyfield.

At the start of the second half, an excellent 
cross from Lewis was well met by Clifton but 
Oxborough did enough to deflect the ball away 
for a corner. On 52 minutes the Bees were down 
to ten men when Mitch Brundle was given a 
straight red card for an elbowing incident. To 
the Bees credit, for the next period of the match, 
Barnet had the bit between their teeth and caused 

MAGIC MARSH SENDS 
WOOD THROUGH

3
BOREHAM WOOD
Marsh (15’), (30’)(P), (66’)

the Wood defence many problems. Ashby-Hammond somehow got his hand to an Adam Marriott shot 
when it looked like the net was about to bulge.

However, after 65 minutes, Tyrone Marsh scored the winner and what a goal it was. Marsh played the 
ball through the legs of a Barnet defender before out muscling him and arrowing his shot beyond Aston 
Oxborough. The outstanding Marsh quickly ran towards the Wood faithful for a joint celebration.

Following that goal, Barnet kept going but could not find a way through a resolute Wood defence 
marshalled by the excellent David Stephens. The Bees fate was sealed in injury time when Josh Payne 
received Barnet’s second straight red card of the game just before proceedings were brough to a 
conclusion.

It was tough going. Barnet were a much better side then the one Wood beat in the FA Cup and with 
the Wood squad riddled with absences, Luke Garrard was only able to field George Joyce and Joshua 
Roach on the bench. Not for the first time in recent weeks, this Boreham Wood side showed amazingly 
spirit to win a game of football and will now look forward to Monday’s 4th Round draw.

BOREHAM WOOD
Ashby-Hammond; Ricketts, Stephens, Fyfield; Mendy Mendy, K Smith, Mafuta, Raymond, Marsh; Clifton, Lewis.

Unused Subs: Roach, Joyce.

BARNET
Oxborough, Thomas, Richards-Everton, Hall, Brundle, Marriott, Greenidge, Fonguck (Tasdemir 74), Taylor, Beard,  
Woods (Payne 87).

Unused Subs: Azaze, Bilalli, Horsley-McKay.

Match report written by Brett Lewis (Non-League Paper & Wood Army member).
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ULTIMATE

5-A-SIDE

Rules are simple! 4 players you’ve played 

with and 1 player you’ve played against!

G -  MAX CROCOMBE 
I played with Max at Oxford United. Not only a great shot stopper but he’s a 

physical presence and can play off both feet.

D -  FEMI ILESANMI 
What can I say? He’s a brick wall. He’s a huge miss for us presently as nobody 

can get past him, he’s the best one v one defender at our level.

M -  CALLUM O’DOWDA
Another one I played with at Oxford United. He’s electric, but also very technical. 

Not only is he very quick and sharp, 

but he has the touch and feet to 

back it up.

M -  KABONGO TSHIMANGA 
My partner in crime now doing 

his thing at Chesterfield. He’s so 

powerful and sharp, but most 

importantly he knows exactly 

where the goal is.

F - MICHAIL ANTONIO
I played against Antonio for West 

Ham in the Carabao Cup when I 

was at Macclesfield (I nutmegged 

him.) He has to be in there, he’s 

West Ham’s all time Premier 

League top scorer.
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MAIN SPONSORS

MANAGER
Luke Garrard

BOREHAM WOOD

4 Mark Ricketts

5 Will Evans

6 David Stephens

7 Josh Rees

8 Gus Mafuta

9 Scott Boden

10 Tyrone Marsh

11 Frankie Raymond

12 Jamal Fyfield

14  Adrian Clifton

15  Dennon Lewis

16  James Comley

17  Jacob Mendy Mendy

18  Connor Smith

19  Kane Smith

21  Taye Ashby-Hammond

22  Nile Ranger

23  Joshua Roach

29  Danilo Orsi

BARNET

2  Jordan Thomas

4  Josh Payne

5  Jamie Turley

6  Ben Richards-Everton

7  Rob Hall

8 Mitch Brundle

9  Mason Bloomfield

10  Daniel Powell

11  Ephron Mason-Clark

12  James Callan

14  Adam Marriott

15  Reiss Greenidge

16  Kian Flanagan

17  Sam Granville

18  Wes Fonguck

19  Harry Taylor

20  Serhat Tasdemir

21  Joe Widdowson

22  Antonis Vasiliou

23  Sam Beard

24  Jake Askew

25  Aymen Azaze

27  Aston Oxborough

28  Sam Woods

33  Ryan De Havilland

INTERIM HEAD COACH
Dean Brennan   

MATCH
OFFICIALS

REFEREE
Robert Massey-Ellis

ASSISTANT
REFEREES

Martin Chester 

 David Hutton

FOURTH
OFFICIAL

George Warren

NEW YEAR
FIXTURES

NEXT HOME

AFC WIMBLEDON
FA CUP 3RD ROUND

8TH JANUARY 2022

KO 15:00PM

NEXT AWAY

FC HALIFAX TOWN
NATIONAL LEAGUE

25TH JANUARY 2022

KO 19:45PM

SATURDAY 1 JANUARY

Chesterfield 1 - 0 King’s Lynn Town

SUNDAY 2 JANUARY

Dag & Red vs Dover Athletic

Eastleigh vs Weymouth

Notts County vs Wrexham

Woking vs Aldershot Town

Yeovil Town vs Torquay United

MONDAY 3 JANUARY

Grimsby Town vs FC Halifax Town


